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Unit 4
1 Personality adjectives: big-headed,
broad-minded, calm, cheerful, clever,
considerate, curious, diplomatic, downto-earth, easy-going, energetic, hardworking, humble, imaginative,
impetuous, insecure, introverted, kind,
laid-back, loud, loyal, modest, moody,
narrow-minded, outgoing, practical,
quiet, relaxed reliable, reserved, resilient,
resourceful, self-confident, selfish,
sensible, sensitive, serious, shy, sociable,
tactful, tactless, talkative, untrustworthy.
2 Idioms connected with personality: a
big mouth, a bright spark, a great laugh,
a live wire, a pain in the neck, a party
animal, a social butterfly, a wallflower.
3 Noun suffixes:
People: assistant, historian, inventor,
leader, musician, psychologist,
researcher, scientist, writer.
Abstract/concrete:
Activity, appearance, boredom,
concentration, connection, creativity,
depression, distraction, freedom,
involvement, laziness, preference,
relation, relationship, relaxation,
sensitivity, shyness.

Unit 5
Spending and saving money: account (n), afford
(v), allowance (n), ATM/ cashpoint (n), bank
charge/free (n), bargain,(n), budget (n), cash
(n), coin (n), change (n), credit/debit card(n),
discount (n), get into debt (v), (bank) note (n),
payment (n), purchase (n, v), receipt (n), refund
(n), sale (n), save (v), spend on(v), spending
habits (v), swipe(v), take out money (v) (phrasal
verb), tax (n), value/value for money (adj) waste
(money) (n).
Idioms connected with money: cost an arm and
leg, snap up bargain, spend a fortune (on), throw
money down de drain, tighten your belt.
Phrasal verbs connected with money and
shopping: come to, chip in, cut down (on), get
by, pay back, rip off, run out (of), sell out, set
aside, shop around, splash out.

Unit 6
Parts of the body: ankle, chest, eyebrow,
eyelash, eyelid, forehead, heel, hip, kidney,
liver, lungs, muscle, nail, ribs, thigh, waist.
Health and medical care: A and E (accident
and emergency) (n), ache (n), broken (adj),
chemist (n), cough (n.v), dislocate (v),
dizziness (n.), dizzy (adj), exhaustion (n), fever
(n), flu(n), fracture (n,v), GP (n), germ (n), get
better (v), headache (n), heal(v), infection(n),
infectious (adj) injection (n) injure (n), injury (n),
lower (v), operation (n), painful (adj) pain killer
(n), pass on (phrasal verb),physiotherapy (n),
prescription (n),
relief (n), remedy (n),
sick(adj), sneeze (n, v), sore (adj)stiff
(adj)stiffness (n),symptom (n), temperature
(n), tiredness (n), treat (v), treatment (n),
vaccine (n), X-ray (n)
Idioms connected with health and illness:
back on your feet (adj), black out (phrasal
verb), come down with (phrasal verb), full of
beans (adj), keep in shape (v), on top of the
world (adj),on your last legs (adj), out of shape
(adj), pull through(phrasal verbs)the picture of
health (adj), under the weather (adj).

